
statistics of this process are defined in terms of a
recursion on the tree. An abstract index � is used to
specify a particular node on the tree, and the nota-
tion ���� is used to refer to the parent of node � . A
process that lives on the tree has a state variable ���
at every node and is defined by a root-to-leaf recur-
sion of the form ���	��
������������ ���� (4)

where the ��� and the state ��� at the root node are a
collection of independent zero-mean Gaussian ran-
dom variables, the � ’s with identity covariance and��� with some prior covariance ��� . The 
 and � ma-
trices are deterministic quantities which define the
statistics of the process on the tree. Observations� � of the state variables have the form� �	���	��� � �"! � (5)

where the ! � are an independent collection of Gaus-
sian random variables, and the matrices � � are de-
terministic quantities which specify what is being ob-
served. The Bayes least-squares estimates of pro-
cess values at all nodes on the tree given all obser-
vations and the associated error variances can be
calculated with a faster and efficient recursive algo-
rithm which requires only #%$ &�'�( multiplications when
there are &�)*& finest scale nodes.+ Mumford and Shah [4, 5] have formulated the im-

age segmentation problem as the minimization of
the following functional:, $ -/. � (���0�021436587�$ �:9 -2( '<; � ;>= �? 0�021 5A@CB D - B '<; � ;>= �"E B � B (6)

where FHGJIK' is the image domain, �ML F�NOI is
the image data, - L F�NPI is a piecewise smooth
approximation to � , � G�F is the union of segment
boundaries, and B � B is the length of � .+ Mumford and Shah’s functional (6) has many
beautiful mathematical and psychovisual proper-
ties [3], but its use for segmentation has been
severely limited because the difficulty in comput-
ing minimizers due to the discrete nature of the
edge term, E B � B .+ Motivated by Mumford’s work, we think of estima-
tion (reconstruction) as a variational formulation of
the segmentation problem: We minimize a func-
tional, which is posed for segmentation, over a
class of admissible functions while incorporating
efficient Bayesian estimators by a prior model+ We then obtain a smooth approximation of the
original image by finding the minimizer of, $ -Q(�� 0 $ 3 587 $ �:9 -Q( ' � ? B D - B ' ( ; � ;>=�R3 587 B B �:9 - B B ' � ? B B D - B B ' (7)

where � is the raw image intensity data, 3 and
?

are positive constants, and B B2S6B B denotes the stan-
dard TU' -norm of function.

+ For example, in the context of general image re-
construction using a generalized natural pixel ba-
sis, a least squares estimator (LSE) can be formu-
lated to estimate the mean intensity of the gener-
alized pixels, VW , used to described the unknown
spatial distribution from one measured projection
dataset, X . The least squares estimator for the
mean intensity of the generalized pixel image is
found by minimizing the square of the T ' norm
of the difference between the projection vector, X ,

and the estimated projection, Y S �CZ W , over all pos-
sible image vectors, W ,

VWM[]\/^ _4`ba cdfe�ggg X 9 Y S � Z W ggg ''Qhji (8)

+ Finding the gradient vector with respect to un-
known parameters, W , and equating it with the zero
vector, yields a k�lm)Mk�l system of simultaneous
linear equations whose solution isVW �onqp S/r Z S � Z6s6t�uMZ X i (9)

+ In our variational context, we consider instead the
discrete form of (7),, $ -2(��R3 587 B B �b9 - B B ' � ? B B TU- B B ' . (10)

where - and � are elements in a finite dimensional
real vector space, B BAS B B represents the Euclidean
norm, and T is a linear operator.+ The function V- that minimizes (10) is also the so-
lution to finding the Bayes least-squares estimate
of a process - whose measurement equation is� ��- �wv 3 ! (11)

and whose prior probabilistic model is given byv ? TU-��R�:. (12)

where ! and � are independent white Gaussian
random vectors with identity covariance.
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Multiresolution MRI segmentation1

This is a robust method to remove noise from an
image, filtering out eigencomponents of the so-
lution belonging to the noise subspace. But the
edges are blurred. We avoided this by introducing
edge terms to prevent smoothing near the edge.
Such functionals can be used for segmentation.

Multiresolution PET receptor imaging (monkey)

MONTE CARLO
Data (top) versus Piecewise smooth estimate

error standard deviations (bottom).

Concluding Remarks+ A framework for the multiresolution reconstruction
of random dynamical systems is described.

+ By reconstructing only the deterministic part of the
dynamics, we can obtain a full reconstruction us-
ing the same embedding dimension as for a deter-
ministic system (even thought a stochastic system
is infinite-dimensional).

+ In our applications (PET/MRI), the multiresolution
framework has allowed efficient computation of
finer resolution over specific portions of an object
rendering the computation feasible for high reso-
lution ROI imaging. The strategy has been used
to arrive at approximate solutions to the problems
of estimating - and x in the coordinate descent
segmentation scheme. Each of the coordinate
descent sub-problems is a convex quadratic mini-
mization problem amenable to a precise statistical
interpretation. Monte Carlo experiments have also
indicated that the estimates and error statistics are
accurate and provide meaningful quantities.

+ Our strategy allows ‘choosing’ from a spectrum of
noisy systems of differing dimensions and noise
levels. The choice is a statistical one, trading off
complexity against levels of noise. Developing ap-
propriate statistical methods to embody such a
philosophy is a considerable challenge.

+ There are also many possible extensions of this
work on several different fronts. One is on vari-
ational formulation of how to extract boundaries
from a continuously varying edge estimate. An-
other is on statistical interpretation of how to pre-
cisely relate, via simulation or analysis, the calcu-
lated error statistics with actual error statistics of
interest. Experimentation with PET, MRI and CT
data are currently under way to understand how to
better formulate models that precisely incorporate
inhomogeneities.
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